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Prokaryote mobilome genomes rely on host machineries for survival and replication.
Given that mobile genetic elements (MGEs) derive their energy from host cells, we
investigated the diversity of ATP-utilizing proteins in MGE genomes to determine
whether they might be associated with proteins that could suppress related host
proteins that consume energy. A comprehensive search of 353 huge phage genomes
revealed that up to 9% of the proteins have ATPase domains. For example, ATPase
proteins constitute ∼3% of the genomes of Lak phages with ∼550 kbp genomes that
occur in the microbiomes of humans and other animals. Statistical analysis shows the
number of ATPase proteins increases linearly with genome length, consistent with a
large sink for host ATP during replication of megaphages. Using metagenomic data
from diverse environments, we found 505 mobilome proteins with ATPase domains
fused to diverse functional domains. Among these composite ATPase proteins, 61.6%
have known functional domains that could contribute to host energy diversion during
the mobilome infection cycle. As many have domains that are known to interact
with nucleic acids and proteins, we infer that numerous ATPase proteins are used
during replication and for protection from host immune systems. We found a set
of uncharacterized ATPase proteins with nuclease and protease activities, displaying
unique domain architectures that are energy intensive based on the presence of multiple
ATPase domains. In many cases, these composite ATPase proteins genomically co-
localize with small proteins in genomic contexts that are reminiscent of toxin-antitoxin
systems and phage helicase-antibacterial helicase systems. Small proteins that function
as inhibitors may be a common strategy for control of cellular processes, thus could
inspire future biochemical experiments for the development of new nucleic acid and
protein manipulation tools, with diverse biotechnological applications.
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INTRODUCTION

The mobilome in prokaryotes includes plasmids, bacteriophages
(phages), viruses of archaea and transposons that can move
between host genomes. These mobile genetic elements are
dependent on host machineries for transcription and replication
(Frost et al., 2005; Gogarten and Townsend, 2005; Thomas and
Nielsen, 2005). This parasitic propagation strategy necessitates
the diversion of host energy, as these mobile genetic elements lack
energy generating machinery (e.g., ATP synthase) and structures
(e.g., the cell membrane). The infection cycle of a phage requires
several energy intensive steps, both in the lytic and lysogenic
cycles (Figure 1; Knowles et al., 2016). In the lytic cycle, phages
have a DNA or RNA genome that is encapsulated within particles
that are released and go on to infect new cells. In the lysogenic
cycle, the phage can integrate into the host genome. These
intra-genomic conflicts between hosts and mobilomes constitute
a huge ATP sink.

Biochemically, protein activities that involve conformation
changes in the structure require energy processing modules such
as ATPase domains to bind and hydrolyze ATP to ADP. For
example, ATP-dependent proteins such as helicases use energy
released from ATP hydrolysis to unwind DNA segments during
replication (Liu et al., 2004; Hood and Berger, 2016). At this
time, the mobile genetic elements use host machinery either to

replicate their genomes prior to cell lysis or to integrate into
the host genome. Machineries involved in replication that are
ATP-dependent include nucleases, transposases and polymerases
(Neuwald et al., 1999; Iyer et al., 2004; Castaing et al., 2013;
Krishnan et al., 2020). Further, the capsid packaging step is
energetically expensive, approximately one ATP is required by
the terminase to package two base pairs into the capsid for active
DNA packaging (Yang and Catalano, 2003).

Prokaryotes have evolved several resistance mechanisms that
are often ATP-dependent processes to disable the invasion
of foreign genetic elements, notably restriction-modification
systems (Krishnan et al., 2020) and some CRISPR-Cas systems
(Sinkunas et al., 2011). Restriction modification systems consist
of restriction endonucleases that cleave and degrade specific
DNA sequences that are not modified by methylases (Vasu and
Nagaraja, 2013; Loenen and Raleigh, 2014; Ershova et al., 2015).
Studies have shown restriction modification systems (including
restriction-only or modification-only systems) are energetically
expensive (Seidel et al., 2008; Roberts et al., 2011). For example,
it was estimated that Escherichia coli could consume ∼0.2%
of its total ATP pool for effective restriction against invading
foreign genomes (Roberts et al., 2011). CRISPR-Cas systems
are an adaptive immune system that can acquire and degrade
foreign genetic elements (Makarova et al., 2006, 2019; Barrangou
et al., 2007; Tyson and Banfield, 2008). Recent discovery of

FIGURE 1 | Phage infection cycle with a list of proteins known to have an ATPase domain (highlighted in red), potentially involved in the energy consuming activities
of each stage.
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transposon-encoded CRISPR-Cas variants Tn6677 of Vibrio
cholerae in E. coli reveals that the system requires an ATPase
protein for transposition (Peters et al., 2017; Klompe et al., 2019;
Strecker et al., 2019).

As a counter defense, some phages possess small anti-
restriction proteins that impede or inhibit the activities of
restriction enzymes (Iida et al., 1987; Kelleher and Raleigh, 1994;
Wilkins, 2002; Tock and Dryden, 2005). A recent study revealed
the phage-encoded small protein that inhibits the ATPase domain
of the Staphylococcus aureus helicase loader (Hood and Berger,
2016). This could allow the phage to substitute its own helicase
but it also prevents ATP consumption by the bacterial helicase,
conserving ATP for phage functions. Even more recently, it
was shown that tiny phage-encoded hypothetical proteins block
bacterial quorum sensing machinery (Shah et al., 2021). From
these few cases, and given their substantial energy requirements,
we deduce that phages probably have a variety of proteins that
have evolved to block bacterial systems that consume ATP.

Here, we sought to identify ATPase proteins in the
genomes of mobile genetic elements (mobilome) assembled
from metagenomic sampling. This bioinformatic analysis used a
dataset of huge phage genomes to survey the relative abundance
of ATP-requiring proteins and a large metagenomic dataset from
various environments to discover new types of ATPase proteins in
mobilome genomes. Particularly, we focus on proteins containing
domains involved in nucleic acid and protein interactions, with
the long-term aim of discovering new potential candidates
for nucleic acid or protein manipulation tools. Furthermore,
we investigated small proteins co-localized and co-occurring
with ATP-requiring proteins to generate a database of protein
candidates that may inhibit host ATPases, enabling mobile
elements to hijack bacterial energy resources.

RESULTS

ATPase Genes Constitute Up to 9% of
the Huge Phage Genomes
The ATPase proteins predicted from huge phage genomes
account for, on average, ∼3% of the proteins (average 12.59
per genome with at least one ATPase domain; Table 1).
Some of these ATPase proteins have multiple ATPase domains
(1.70 per genome, 14.29 ATPase domains per genome). The
variance in the number of ATPase proteins is wide, as
shown as the standard deviation in Table 1, with one phage
genome of 706 kbp (M01_PHAGE_CU_48_59) containing 47
ATPase proteins, whereas another phage genome of 220 kbp
(FFC_PHAGE_43_1208) contains only 4 ATPase proteins. In
one genome, ATPase proteins constitute 9% of the gene content
(F31_PHAGE_39_18, 336 kbp). As the phage genome size varies
from 104 kbp to 735 kbp, the number of ATPase proteins was
plotted against the genome size (Supplementary Figure 1A). The
regression shows a linear relationship between genome length
(p-value = 2 × 10−16) and the number of ATPase proteins
(4.435 per 100 kb).

As an example, we used a well sampled clade of Lak phages
of ∼550 kbp genomes to conduct a detailed analysis of ATPase

proteins in a specific clade. Lak phages are currently the
largest genomes identified in human and animal microbiomes
(Devoto et al., 2019; Crisci et al., 2021). As shown in Figure 2,
the predicted ATPase proteins are distributed throughout the
genome and have diverse functions, including topoisomerase,
transferase, protease, kinase, ligase, and helicase, while at
least 7 of them have unknown functional domains or no
functional domains.

ATPase Proteins Are Diverse and
Numerous in Mobilome Genomes
To further analyze the function of ATPase proteins in mobilomes,
we searched for composite ATPase proteins that have an ATPase
domain fused with one or more functional domains. From the
mobilome dataset, we found 505 composite proteins that had an
ATPase domain fused with at least one functional domain. These
were categorized by analyzing the annotations on the function
domains. Surprisingly, 194 of the 505 composite ATPase proteins
(38.4%) have domains with no match to functional annotations.

The other 311 composite ATPase proteins (61.6%) had
domains with annotations related to diverse functions associated
with various stages of the mobilome infection cycle, including
nucleic acid and amino acid interacting enzymes, and packaging
and transport related proteins. Among these, we found 90
composite ATPase proteins with annotations that are related to
later stages of the mobilome infection cycle such as packaging,
transport and secretion. The remaining 221 composite ATPase
proteins are nucleic acid and amino acid interacting enzymes,
and thus are potentially involved in replication and defense.
As shown in Figure 3, this category includes nucleic acid
interacting proteins such as nucleases and helicases, and amino
acid interacting proteins such as proteases. The most abundant
functions of these composite ATPase proteins are proteases,
nucleases, helicases and DnaK chaperones. Other annotations
indicate functions related to membrane-bound proteins for
transport and secretion, which have recently been suggested to
be associated with defense systems (Doron et al., 2018; Millman
et al., 2020).

Some ATPases Involved in Replication
Are Not Yet Functionally Characterized
We found several composite ATPase proteins with domains of
unknown function (DUF) or uncharacterized function. These
proteins are annotated in the search database with some

TABLE 1 | Summary statistics of 353 huge phage genomes and associated
ATPase proteins.

Summary
statistics

Genome
length
(kbp)

Total
proteins

GC
content

(%)

ATPase
domains

ATPase
proteins

Multiple
ATPase
proteins

Mean 291 397.2 39.20 14.29 12.59 1.70

Standard
deviation

89 160.68 8.99 6.14 5.28 1.30

Min 104 106 21.98 3 3 0

Max 735 1144 63.98 60 47 13
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FIGURE 2 | Survey of ATPase proteins on the complete genome of a huge phage (PHAGE-A1–js4906-22-3_S10_HugePhage_Circular_26_80_closed).

superfamily domains based on sequence or structural similarity,
but the exact biological function of each family has not been
characterized. For instance, a few composite ATPase proteins
have PIN domains that belong to a superfamily of nucleases
with distinct structural similarities of a common Rossmanoid
fold (Arcus et al., 2011; Matelska et al., 2017). They are
known to be broadly involved in central cellular processes, but
each family participates in diverse central cellular processes
such as DNA replication and repair, transcription regulation,
mRNA degradation and ncRNA maturation. As shown in
Supplementary Figure 2, the PIN-like domains found in these
composite ATPase proteins belong to the PIN_4 family. The
PIN_4 family was reported to occur in bacteria and eukaryotes,
but the exact function is unknown (Matelska et al., 2017).
Interestingly, two of these proteins also have another nuclease
superfamily of the LAGLIDADG homing endonucleases fused
as a domain (Supplementary Figure 2). These “meganucleases”
are DNA cleaving enzymes in microbial genomes and cut target
sites with high specificities to initiate the lateral transfer of mobile
genetic elements (Taylor et al., 2012).

Another category of interest has domains that are related
to the virulence-associated protein E (virE), which is known to
be part of a prophage region that is associated with virulence

in several microbes (Ma et al., 2013; Ji et al., 2016). However,
the exact mechanism by which the virE affects virulence has
not been characterized. Other domains of interest include those
involved in DNA repair (e.g., MutS) and nucleotide binding (e.g.,
CobQ/CobB/MinD/ParA domain).

ATPase Domains Cluster by Protein
Function in Multiple Sequence
Alignments and in Tree Phylogenies
To visualize the patterns, the ATPase domains of the
composite ATPase proteins were aligned by sequence similarity
(Supplementary Figure 3). Supplementary Figure 3 shows
the ATPase domains are a 300 amino acid sequences of high
variability, with some conserved motifs such as the ATP binding
motif (Walker-A) and the ATP hydrolysis motif (Walker-B).
The Walker-A motif in the ATPase domains has a primary
amino acid sequence of GxxGxGKT or GxxGxGKS, where the
letter x represents any amino acid (Schneider and Hunke, 1998).
The Walker-B motif has a primary sequence of hhhhD, where
the letter h represents any hydrophobic amino acid (including
Valine, Isoleucine, Leucine, Phenylalanine, and Methionine).
Structurally, the Walker-A motif is an α-helix followed by
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FIGURE 3 | Analysis of the functional domains of composite ATPase proteins from the mobilome metagenomes. The bar chart shows the predicted functions of the
221 composite ATPase proteins are nucleic acid and amino acid interacting enzymes. For each category, a representative example of a composite ATPase protein is
shown, with all the known domains drawn to scale. The red rectangles indicate the domains predicted to have energy-utilizing functions such as AAA+ and ABC.

a glycine-rich loop, and the Walker-B motif is a β-strand
connected to the Walker-A by a 100-peptide sequence.

The multiple sequence alignment shows that the ATPase
domains cluster by the biological or enzymatic activity of
the functional domain. The upper clusters tend to be the
biological activities related to the later stages of infection, such
as assembly and lysis, including chaperones and transport
proteins. The lower clusters tend to be the enzymatic activities
related to the earlier stages of infection, such as replication
and defense, including nuclease, polymerase, protease,
and helicase.

Using the multiple sequence alignment (Supplementary
Figure 3), a phylogenetic tree of the ATPase domains was
reconstructed as shown in Figure 4. The tree shows that the
ATPase domains cluster by the predicted function. Interestingly,
the family of an ATPase domain and the predicted function of its
associated domain classified according to the secondary structure
(Neuwald et al., 1999; Iyer et al., 2004; Castaing et al., 2013;
Krishnan et al., 2020) closely aligns with the predicted ATPase
function. For example, most ATPase domains associated with
transport belong to the ABC family, while many ATPase domains
associated with helicases and polymerases belong to the helicase
superfamily (Krishnan et al., 2020). The helicase superfamily
consists of one active ATPase domain fused with a lid that is an
inactive ATPase domain. Furthermore, most ATPase DUF belong

to the AAA+ family that are associated with diverse cellular
activities (Neuwald et al., 1999).

Genomic Context of Composite ATPase
Proteins Is Conserved
The analysis of protein lengths and genomic context shows
that the composite ATPase proteins are often co-localized
with small proteins (Supplementary Figure 4). It is notable
that the average length of the composite ATPase proteins is
more than double than the average length of the co-localized
proteins. To identify if these small proteins are conserved,
homologs for each protein in the genomic context of three
proteins downstream and upstream of the composite ATPase
proteins were identified (Supplementary Figure 5). As shown
in Supplementary Figure 5, the proteins in the genomic
context of the composite ATPase proteins have many close
homologs. Hierarchical clustering reveals that genomic contexts
have three main types: the first with many homologs across
the genomic context (bottom), the second with many homologs
in the proteins adjacent to the composite ATPase proteins
(top), and the third with few homologs in the genomic
context (middle).

The first and the second clusters were investigated further
for a conserved genomic context (Supplementary Table 1).
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FIGURE 4 | A phylogenetic tree of the ATPase domains from diverse environments is built using the multiple sequence alignment and the structural reconstruction is
shown for each class of ATPase domains.

The analyses reveal that the order of protein homologs was
better conserved when the protein has more homologs, which
is consistent with the hypothesis that the two factors are
correlated. Some genomic contexts of the composite ATPase
proteins from the first cluster and the second cluster are shown
in Figures 5A,B, respectively. It is notable that most of the
co-localized proteins are hypothetical, but yet conserved in
this genomic context. Figure 5A shows the highly conserved
genomic context of the composite ATPase proteins, whose
function is mainly related to proteolytic activities. These
composite ATPase proteins with multiple ATPase domains
belong to the family of Lak megaphages. Figure 5B shows
the genomic contexts with many homologs in the proteins
adjacent to the composite ATPase proteins. Interestingly, these
composite ATPase proteins display diverse functions, such
as nuclease, protease, terminase, primase and helicase, and
they overlap in sequence with the adjacent proteins. These
genes that overlap in sequence with the composite ATPase
proteins are more conserved than non-overlapping genes in the
genomic context.

DISCUSSION

To replicate, mobile genetic elements require ATP available
within the host cell. For each step of the mobilome infection
cycle, we identified many ATPase proteins that are potentially
involved in energy-requiring activities. A comprehensive survey
of 353 huge phage genomes revealed that, on average, 3% of
the proteins are ATP-binding, although some genomes encode
up to 9% ATP-binding proteins. Given that statistical analysis
shows the number of ATPase proteins increases linearly with
the genome length, phages with large genomes represent a huge
sink for bacterial ATP. Lak megaphages, whose genomes are
>20% of the length of their host Prevotella genomes, have
diverse ATPase proteins, including topoisomerases, transferases,
proteases, kinases, ligases, helicases, and proteins of unknown
functions. Thus, these phages invest substantial host energy in the
form of ATP in nucleic acid, as well as protein transformations.

We analyzed the functions of ATPase proteins in mobile
genetic elements from diverse environments. Of the 505
composite ATPase proteins with additional domains, 38.4% had
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FIGURE 5 | Examples of genomic neighborhood of composite ATPase proteins, with the proteins localized ±3 of each composite ATPase protein indicated in the
middle. Most proteins are unannotated and hypothetical proteins, except those with labels. Identical to the genomic neighborhood heatmap, the color represents the
number of blast hits in the ggKbase database. (A) Composite ATPase proteins that are found to have highly conserved operons (indicated with green stars in
Supplementary Figure 5B). (B) Composite ATPase proteins that are found to have highly conserved pairs with a sequence overlap (indicated with blue stars in
Supplementary Figure 5B).
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domains of unknown function. A small subset of membrane-
bound proteins appears to be involved in defense (Doron
et al., 2018; Millman et al., 2020). Most of the remainder of
the composite ATPase proteins have functional domains that
suggest roles during the early stages of infection related to
replication or defense, such as nuclease, protease, polymerase,
helicase and transposase. Consistent with these indications of
energetically expensive stages of the mobilome activity, we
discovered some composite ATPase proteins with up to three
ATPase domains per protein. These proteins are mostly predicted
to be nucleases, proteases, polymerases and chaperones. Some of
the most interesting proteins in this category are predicted to
be site-specific nucleases of the PIN domain and LAGLIDADG
domain fused with multiple ATPase domains. The explanation
for nucleases that require multiple ATPase domains is not known.
These may be candidates of interest for experimental evaluation.

Mobilome genomes encode large inventories of small proteins,
the functions of which remain a mystery. We analyzed the
genomic contexts of some small proteins encoded adjacent
to ATPase domain proteins, with the objective of developing
hypotheses regarding their roles. We discovered genes for
several small hypothetical proteins that overlap with genes
encoding composite ATPase proteins. This colocalization pattern
is conserved in many examples. This is reminiscent of the
genomic architecture of a previously validated system in which
the ATPase is a toxin and the small protein inhibitor an antitoxin
(Supplementary Figure 6). This study found an inhibitory role
for a small phage protein, the gene for which overlapped with a
gene for an ATPase protein (Liu et al., 2004; Hood and Berger,
2016). Specifically, a phage-encoded small protein was shown to
inhibit the ATPase domain of the S. aureus helicase loader (Hood
and Berger, 2016). Based on the combination of our results and
these findings, we suspect that small proteins associated with
ATP-binding proteins may inhibit host homologs and substitute
for their function, simultaneously eliminating an undesirable
sink for host ATP. In fact, we speculate that many phage-borne
small proteins have evolved to block host bacterial machinery,
a concept that is supported by the discovery of small anti-
CRISPR proteins that protect phages by inhibiting the function of
CRISPR-Cas bacterial immune systems. An additional indication
that small proteins are part of a widespread phage strategy to
control host cells is the very recent discovery that small phage-
encoded proteins bind to and block the regulator of the bacterial
quorum sensing pathway. These proteins also bind to the pilus
assembly ATPase protein to prevent superinfection by other
phages (Shah et al., 2021).

From the analysis of genomic context, we found three clusters
of distinct features neighboring the composite ATPase proteins.
The first cluster with the highly conserved genomic context is
potentially a mobilome operon with proteolytic activity. Given
that the second cluster had ATPase genes with highly conserved
context we could derive hypotheses regarding the roles of
ATPases based on the predicted roles of the adjacent proteins.
The third cluster is of interest because the proteins lacked
conserved genomic context. Some of these ATPase proteins
are predicted to have diverse functions, including as helicases,
ligases, nucleases, and replication regulatory elements. Future

evolutionary biology computational analyses studies of these
seemingly isolated ATPase proteins may determine whether the
lack of conserved genomic context is because they function
without partners or is due to rapid evolution of the adjacent genes
(McInerney et al., 2017; Shim, 2019).

It is known from experimental studies that phage-encoded
ATPase inhibitors bind specifically the host ATPase proteins and
not the phage ATPase homolog (Liu et al., 2004; Hood and
Berger, 2016). Thus, an interesting question relates to why small
proteins block the ATP binding sites of the bacterial protein
but not that of the mobilome homolog. We found that the
ATPase domains in the mobilome display highly varying degrees
of sequence conservation. All have functionally critical motifs
(Walker-A and Walker-B) and variations in other parts of the
sequences, including Motif-C and other sensing regions. We
predict that small proteins that bind and inhibit the ATP binding
site interact with these more variable regions. This would enable
the specificity required to avoid blocking of the phage protein. If
correct, this will open new opportunities to discover and design
small protein inhibitors, with broad applications in areas such as
antimicrobial therapy and cancer-suppression.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

ATPase Domain Prediction in the Huge
Phage Dataset
The huge phage dataset contains 353 near complete genomes
from diverse environments, including rivers, lakes, groundwater,
sea, soil and human/animal microbiomes (Al-Shayeb et al., 2020).
The dataset consists of 140,206 proteins. The genes of some huge
phages such as Lak phages were predicted using Prodigal and
genetic code 15, as the stop codon (TAG) has been reprogrammed
to encode glutamine (Devoto et al., 2019). ATPase domains from
the huge phage dataset were predicted with the e-value cut-off
of 1 × 10−3 based on the accession of their Hmmsearch match
against the Pfam database (version 33.1) (Sonnhammer et al.,
1998). The Pfam domain search was compared and supplemented
with the Hmmsearch match against the Supfam database for
structural information (Wilson et al., 2009). The number of
ATPase proteins was plotted against the phage genome size
(Supplementary Figure 1A). A linear regression was fitted after
the two distributions were evaluated with the Normal Q-Q
plot to check they are linearly related and normally distributed
(Supplementary Figure 1B).

Big Mobilome Dataset and Curation
The initial mobilome dataset contains 91,205 contigs from
ggKbase that were identified based on their gene content (last
accessed in August 2019). ggKbase is a web application designed
to assist in aggregating, visualizing, exploring and analyzing
metagenomic data. The dataset encompasses 9,23,411 proteins
in total; 7,31,372 phage proteins, 44,234 virus proteins, 112,101
plasmid proteins; and 35,695 others which includes proteins from
the contigs that were manually binned as mobilome (Table 2;
Supplementary Figure 7). This dataset was used to investigate
ATP-requiring proteins. Each protein was first annotated using
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TABLE 2 | Percentage of ATPase per protein by category in the
mobilome metagenomes.

Virus Phage Plasmid Other

Number of proteins 44,243 731,372 112,101 35,695

Number of ATPases 361 2,654 2,216 266

ATPase/protein 0.82% 0.36% 1.98% 0.75%

the basic local alignment search tool (BLAST: version 2.10.1)
against the NCBI database. The initial search for ATPase
proteins was done by searching for annotations of the mobilome
proteins with the keyword “ATPase” (Table 2; Supplementary
Figure 8). The mobilome dataset had 5,497 proteins with the
matching criteria.

Composite Gene Families Detection
Selecting composite ATPase proteins from the mobilome dataset
was achieved using CompositeSearch with a two-step procedure.
First, the initial ATPase dataset from the mobilome dataset
was used to find homologs using BLAST against the NCBI
RefSeq non-redundant database and the mobilome dataset. The
resulting ATPase dataset contained 1,433,097 ATPase protein
homologs. Second, this homolog dataset was used to search for
composite ATPase proteins in the NCBI RefSeq non-redundant
database and the mobilome dataset, where the sequence similarity
networks was used to detect composite gene families. The output
file from CompositeSearch contained 64,089 composite ATPase
proteins in total. Only 1,003 composite ATPase proteins from the
ggKbase metagenomic dataset were selected for further analyses.

Among this composite ATPase proteins from the mobilome
dataset, some were from contigs that had bacterial or archaeal
taxonomic profiles. To eliminate contigs that are likely to be non-
mobilome, the composite ATPase proteins from the contigs that
were identified to encode >50% proteins with best hits to bacteria
or/and archaea were excluded from further analysis, resulting in
a set of 562 candidates. Finally, after eliminating the 57 duplicate
candidates generated by the gene prediction program (Prodigal
version 2.6.3), the final set of composite ATPase proteins was 505.

Functional Annotation and Domain
Prediction
Composite ATPase proteins were functionally annotated based
on the protein signature recognition of their best InterProScan
match (version 5.47-87) (Zdobnov and Apweiler, 2001). InterPro
Application Programming Interface (API) was used for direct
access to the InterPro database (version 81.0), with the e-value
cut-off of 1 × 10−3. Domains were predicted based on the
accession of their best Hmmsearch match against the Pfam
database (version 33.1), using the same procedure. The composite
ATPase proteins with the functional domains of interest were
further explored using TRee-based exploration of neighborhoods
and domains (TREND) (Gumerov and Zhulin, 2020). This
platform uses MAFFT algorithms for multiple protein sequence
alignment (-auto option) and uses FastTree (version 2.0.0) (Price
et al., 2010) to perform tree reconstruction. The resulting tree-
based exploration of domains can be visualized with the domain

architecture identified from the various sources, including Pfam,
CDD, NCBI and MiST.

Multiple Sequence Alignment of
Predicted ATPase Domains
ATPase domains were extracted using the domain predictions
from the Pfam database (version 33.1) by retaining only the
domains with the annotation keywords “ATP” or “AAA.”
Protein sequences of the ATPase domains were extracted
through the start and end predictions of the domain for each
composite ATPase protein. The resulting ATPase domains had
179 sequences, which were aligned using a multiple sequence
alignment program, MAFFT (version 7.471) (-auto option)
(Katoh et al., 2002). Subsequently, the multiple sequence
alignment of the predicted ATPase domains was visualized using
Jalview (version 2.11.1.3). The residue positions are coded with
the Taylor protein coloring scheme (Taylor, 1997) using the
conservation visibility of 15% (Supplementary Figure 3).

Phylogenetic Analyses of Predicted
ATPase Domains
Tree reconstructions from the multiple sequence alignments
of the predicted ATPase domains were performed using
IQ-TREE (version 1.6.12) (Nguyen et al., 2015). From the
ModelFinder (Kalyaanamoorthy et al., 2017), the best performing
substitution model was selected as LG + R5, and 1,000 ultrafast
bootstrap were run (Hoang et al., 2018). The reconstructed
tree was visualized with iTOL (version 4) and iTOL annotation
editor (Letunic and Bork, 2019), with the following labels:
protein name with predicted function, ATPase classification and
sample location.

Identification of Genomic Context
Conservation Near Composite ATPase
Proteins
The genomic context of the composite ATPase proteins was
defined as proteins co-localized three genes upstream and
downstream. First, each protein within the genomic context was
searched for homologs in the ggKbase database using BLAST
(Altschul et al., 1990) with the e-value cut-off of 1 × 10−30

(Supplementary Table 1). The BLAST result for each composite
ATPase protein and its neighboring proteins was summarized
as a heatmap. The intensity of color represents the number of
BLAST hits, which is equivalent to the number of homologs in the
ggKbase. The heatmap was clustered hierarchically by similarity
for pattern recognition (Supplementary Figure 5). The BLAST
hits were analyzed for conservation of order in different clusters.
If the order of the genomic context was conserved, these ATPase
proteins were defined to have a conserved genomic context that
may be functionally linked as an operon.
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